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a man waits 
at the bus stop 
with a rolled-up 
newspaper 
under his arm/ 
many times 




it helps him 








a homely cat 
thinks of death 












In a low 
part of town, 


















kept in attics, 
under the 
flag,







are sat on 
every day 








The Inside Steam Age
perhaps a corner 
of the window 







but then you 
draw in again, 
























next to Green 
Street,
a ferris wheel 





in pink and 
yellow 
and a





in the center 




































He painted the 
wheels red and 
green.




















I'm a graduate of Katharine Gibbs and worked on State Street 
(Boston) for twenty years.
Publications:
Ms. (1932 or '3); which was published by Columbia University for 
its correspondence school students. I appeared in it twice.
Story (March, 1935); story (accepted by Whit Burnett). 
Serendipity (1962, I think): story accepted, but never published 
because the magazine was discontinued. They also would have 
taken two of my poems.












Killed for the Bounty
someone 









"a cruel mousetrap 
is turned 
upside down, 







in a Constable 
landscape
Publications (continued):
Spectrum (Fall, 1964): poem.
The Green World: three poems in two issues.
Experiment (1962 or ’3): 11 poems accepted, also three verse 
plays (one-minute plays).
Umbra: poem accepted, 1965.
I have also had numerous poems in the Young Publication anthol­
ogies, the Boston Herald and Hartford Courant.
"Stanley" Party
















an orange cat 




to the edge 
of the yard, 
















to find out 
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"High Noon"
Western lawmen 
come and go, 
but there's 






the city is 
like a wheel/ 
on the rim 







for jewel shops/ 
the hub 
is a crowd 










































like oak balls 





















for some caves 
or some zoo 
the kids 
might like


























"Choice of Three Vegs."
"Like a ... "
in poetry 




in the closet 




















































on red spike heels, 
with geranium 
petals 
in her hair 


































"Former  Employee"used  to work
in a Towerof Babel,with eccentricelevatorsand aspooky boss
Scuffle
r in Sandalsbleached hairand orange 
jumper
